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Abstract

A cooperative control problem is considered in which dy-
namically decoupled subsystems must control their own
states through state feedback in order to optimize a
global quadratic cost. The states of the subsystems are
coupled only through the cost function and correlated
external disturbances. The architecture is truly decen-
tralized; no communication between subsystems or their
controllers is permitted. The main result of this paper is
that the optimal decentralized controller satisfies a new
separation principle that is strikingly similar to the cele-
brated result from centralized optimal control theory, but
does not appear to follow from it. Roughly speaking, the
optimal decentralized control strategy for each subsys-
tem is the product of a static control gain and a global
state estimate, and each can be separately computed.

1 Introduction

The separation principle is a classical and celebrated re-
sult in optimal control theory. When it holds, the optimal
controller may be found by composing the solutions to
two separate problems of control and filtering. For a re-
cent historical perspective, see [1] and references therein.

Separation holds for linear systems with Gaussian
noise and a classical information pattern [16]. Addition-
ally, if the cost is quadratic (LQG assumptions), the opti-
mal controller is a linear function of the conditional mean
of the state. So the optimal controller takes the form

uopt = K E(x | Y) (1)

whereK is a static control gain, x is the state of the plant,
and Y is the history of available noisy measurements. A
key requirement is that of a classical information pat-
tern; all decision-making stations must receive the same
information and have perfect recall. Even under LQG
assumptions, a nonclassical information pattern may re-
sult in a cost function with multiple local minima, and a
nonlinear controllers may strictly outperform any linear
controller [14].

However, some structural results are known for spe-
cial classes of nonclassical information patterns. If the
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information pattern is partially nested, then there ex-
ist linear optimal strategies [2]. In particular, one-
timestep delay-sharing architectures also satisfy a sep-
aration structure [15].

More recent structural results for partially nested in-
formation patterns include: poset-causal systems [12],
delayed systems characterized by an underlying directed
graph [3, 4] and output-feedback with sparsity [5, 7].
These examples provide sufficient statistics expressible
in terms of conditional means. For example, the two-
player output-feedback problem with triangular informa-
tion structure [7] has an optimal controller of the form

uopt = K1 E(x | Y1) +K2 E(x | Y1,Y2) (2)

where Y1 and Y2 are the histories of two different noisy
measurements. This structure is similar to that of (1)
in that it provides a separation between control and es-
timation. However, the separation is only superficial, as
the associated estimation and control problems are cou-
pled and must be jointly solved. Structural results have
also been obtained for information patterns that are not
partially nested, such as partial history sharing [10].

In this paper, we study a problem that differs from
those mentioned above in two important ways. First,
the subsystems and controllers are dynamically decou-
pled and there is no communication or sharing of infor-
mation between controllers. Second, the exogenous noise
affecting the subsystems may be correlated. A state-
space construction of the optimal linear controller for this
problem was presented in [6] and it was found to have a
state dimension that depends on the extent of the corre-
lation in the exogenous noise. This is a curious finding,
as it seems to defy the possibility of a structural result
of the form (1) or (2). Indeed, a state estimate such
as E(x | Y) has a state dimension equal to the dimension
of x, regardless of the noise statistics.

Our main result is that the fully decentralized problem
studied in [6] does indeed have a separation structure in
the spirit of (1), but it uses modified control and filter-
ing problems. This separation structure was previously
unknown, and gives an explanation for why the optimal
controller’s state dimension depends on the noise statis-
tics as observed in [6].

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a
formal description of the problem in Section 2, followed
by main results in Section 3 and discussion in Section 4.
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In Section 5 we relate the new separation result to the
work in [6], and we summarize our findings in Section 7.

2 Problem statement

We consider the simplest case of maximal decentraliza-
tion; multiple subsystems are independently controlled,
with no possibility of communication or influence be-
tween subsystems. The goal is to optimize a global ob-
jective that depends on both subsystems. A block dia-
gram is shown in Figure 1. The problem considered in [6]
had vector disturbances, but we will assume for now that
each system is subject to a scalar disturbance. We will
examine the vector case later in Section 5.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the decentralized control architec-
ture considered in this paper. The N subsystems are cou-
pled only through the process noise and the cost function;
no other communication is permitted.

Each Pi is a continuous-time linear dynamical system
with state xi ∈ Rni , input ui ∈ Rmi , and scalar distur-
bance ηi ∈ R. The state-space equations are as follows

Pi : ẋi = Aixi +Biui + hiηi for i = 1, . . . , N (3)

For each plant, Ai ∈ Rni×ni is the state transition ma-
trix, Bi ∈ Rni×mi is the controlled input matrix, and
hi ∈ Rni×1 is the exogenous input vector. The noise
terms η1, . . . , ηN are assumed to be zero-mean, jointly
Gaussian, and IID in time. We characterize this prop-
erty via the N ×N covariance matrix

Σ := cov


η1
η2
...
ηN

 =


1 σ12 . . . σ1N
σ21 1 . . . σ2N

...
...

. . .
...

σN1 σN2 . . . 1

 � 0 (4)

The assumption that E(η2i ) = 1 is not restrictive, as we
may simply scale each equation so that each ηi has unit

variance. By concatenating x =
[
xT1 . . . xTN

]T
and

similarly for u and η, we can write one compact equation
that describes the global dynamics.

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Hη (5)

where A = diag(A1, . . . , AN ) and similarly for B and
H. The objective is to find a fully decentralized stabiliz-
ing control policy that minimizes the following infinite-
horizon LQR cost:

J = lim
T→∞

E

∫ T

0

[
x
u

]T [
Q S
ST R

] [
x
u

]
dt (6)

Note that Q, R, and S may be full matrices in general,
so the cost couples the states and inputs of the various
subsystems. We assume R � 0 and Q− SR−1ST � 0 as
is standard, to ensure strict convexity of the cost.

We seek fully decentralized policies ui = γi(Xi) that
depend on the state histories of the respective plants.
Naturally, a necessary condition for the existence of a
stabilizing controller is that (Ai, Bi) be stabilizable for
each i. We assume without loss of generality that each
Ai is Hurwitz, for if it were not, we could perform a loop-
shifting change of coordinates by writing ui = Fixi + ũi,
where Fi is any matrix such that Ai +BiFi is Hurwitz.

No communication is permitted between the subsys-
tems or their controllers. Although the plants (3) are dy-
namically decoupled, the performance of their controllers
is coupled through the noise (4) and cost function (6).

3 Main result

The classical separation principle for LQG problems
states that the optimal policy has the form u = Kx̂.

1. K is a solution to the state-feedback version of the
problem. In other words, if we had perfect state
information, the optimal policy would be u = Kx.
This is also known as the LQR controller.

2. x̂ is the estimate of the state that minimizes the
mean-squared error conditioned on the available
measurements. This is equal to the conditional ex-
pectation x̂ = E(x | Y), and is also known as the
Kalman-Bucy filter.

The main reason for calling this a separation principle is
that finding the optimal controller is reduced to finding
the solutions to two simpler problems that can be solved
separately. Another reason is that it effectively gives a
separation between estimation and control. Indeed, the
control gain K does not depend on noise covariances, nor
does the optimal estimate x̂ depend on the cost function.

The main result of this paper is a separation principle
for the decentralized problem described in Section 2. As
in the classical case, it leads to an optimal controller of
the form u = Kx̂, where the control gain K and opti-
mal estimate x̂ can be computed separately by solving
separate simpler problems. There is one important dif-
ference however. In this new separation principle, K does
depend on the noise covariance, and x̂ does depend on
the cost function. In other words, even though K and
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x̂ can be computed separately, they each depend on all
parameters of the problem.

There are two ingredients to the new separation princi-
ple, and each is a well-understood classical problem. We
now describe these simpler problems and explain some
notation used for each one.

Centralized LQR control. If we relax the constraint
that ui measures only xi, and instead allow ui to measure
the global state x, the problem described by (3)–(6) is a
standard centralized LQR problem. The solution is given
by u = Kx where

K = −R−1(BTP + ST), and

P = Ric

[
A−BR−1ST −BTR−1B
−(Q− SR−1ST) −(A−BR−1ST)T

]
where Ric(H) denotes the unique stabilizing solution
to the algebraic Riccati equation with Hamiltonian ma-
trix H. See [17] for more details. As a convention, we
will summarize the above solution using the compact no-
tation K = LQR(A,B,Q,R, S).

Decentralized estimation. Suppose two systems are
described by the following state-space equations.

ẋ1 = A1x1 +B1u1 + w1

ẋ2 = A2x2 +B2u2 + w2

where the Ai are stable and both u1 and u2 are known
to the estimator. The noises w1 and w2 are zero-mean
jointly Gaussian random variables with covariance

W := cov

[
w1

w2

]
=

[
W11 W12

W21 W22

]
(7)

Then E(x2 | X1) is given by the output of the following
dynamical estimator

q̇ = A2q + (A2L− LA1)x1 +B2u2 − LB1u1

E(x2 | X1) = q + Lx1

where L is any solution to LW11 = W21. Note that
such an L exists even when W11 is not invertible. The
estimator error covariance is given by

cov(x2 −E(x2 | X1)) = Y

where Y is a solution to the continuous-time Lyapunov
equation A2Y + Y AT

2 +W22−LW11L
T = 0. The matrix

A2 is stable by assumption, so the Lyapunov equation
has a unique solution and it satisfies Y � 0. See [8] for a
reference on how to construct such observers.

We now show how these two ingredients are assembled
to give a solution to the decentralized control problem
described in Section 2. What follows is our main result,
a new separation principle for decentralized control.

Theorem 1. Consider the decentralized control problem
described by (3)–(6), and perform these two steps.

(i) Partition Q,R, S into N × N block matrices that
conform to the dimensions ni and mi. Therefore,
Qij ∈ Rni×nj , Rij ∈ Rmi×mj and Sij ∈ Rni×mj .
Now define the blockwise Hadamard product

Q ◦ Σ :=


Q11 σ12Q12 . . . σ1NQ1N

σ21Q21 Q22 . . . σ2NQ2N

...
...

. . .
...

σN1QN1 σN2QN2 . . . QNN


and similarly for R ◦ Σ and S ◦ Σ. Finally, define

Kσ := LQR(A,B, (Q ◦ Σ), (R ◦ Σ), (S ◦ Σ))

Hence, Kσ is the solution to a centralized LQR
problem where the cost matrices have been weighted.

(ii) For each i = 1, . . . , N , consider the following sys-
tem defined by the state zi

żi = Azi +Bui + hηi

ui = Kσzi
(8)

where h is the vertical concatenation of h1, . . . , hN .
This is similar to (5), except ηi is driving every
state of the system, not just state i. Now define x̂i

as the decentralized estimate x̂i := E(zi | Xi).

The optimal decentralized controller is given by

ui = Kσ
i x̂

i

where Kσ
i is the ith block-row of Kσ.

Proof. See Section 6.

4 Discussion

The result of Theorem 1 bears a striking resemblance to
the centralized separation principle in terms of structure,
but there are some important differences.

Firstly, the control gain Kσ depends on the noise co-
variance (4). This is different from the centralized case,
where the control gain is independent of the noise co-
variance. Indeed, the centralized LQR problem is cer-
tainty equivalent, so the optimal controller remains the
same even if noise is removed entirely and we consider
a deterministic formulation of the problem. This feature
is clearly not present in the decentralized LQR problem
considered herein.

Secondly, the estimators actually depend on the cost
function as well. Indeed, in estimating the global states,
each assumes the control policy of the other agents is a
function of Kσ, and this depends on the cost matrices
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Q, R, and S. So, even though Theorem 1 expressed
the optimal decentralized controller as a product of the
solutions to a control and an estimation problem that can
be solved separately, these problems each depend on all
parameters of the original problem.

It is worth noting that the estimates x̂i = E(zi | Xi)
are always exact. In other words, the covariance of the
estimation error is zero; Y = cov(zi − E(zi | Xi)) = 0.
This is intuitive because the same ηi drives the entire
state. So measuring xi is equivalent to measuring any
other component of x. One could perhaps call the x̂i

inferences rather than estimates.

In the case where Σ = 11T, the matrix of all-ones, all
noise signals are perfectly correlated. Therefore, all ηi
are equal and the global estimates ξ̂i are each identically
equal to the global state x. Also, Q◦Σ = Q and similarly
for R and S. Therefore, Kσ = K = LQR(A,B,Q,R, S),
and we recover the optimal centralized policy u = Kx.

In the case where Σ = I, the noise signals are inde-
pendent. Also, Q ◦ Σ = diag(Q11, . . . , QNN ) and sim-
ilarly for R and S. We therefore obtain the optimal
greedy gains defined by Ki := LQR(Ai, Bi, Qii, Rii, Sii).
In other words, Kσ = diag(K1, . . . ,KN ) and we recover
the optimal greedy policy ui = Kixi.

The cases discussed above show that in the extremes
where the noise is perfectly correlated or independent,
we recover the optimal centralized policy or the optimal
greedy one, respectively. While these edge cases corre-
spond to classical problems, the intermediate values of
Σ do not. The key fact revealed in Theorem 1 is that a
unifying separation principle holds for all Σ.

5 Extension to the vector noise case

The case of two subsystems. We begin with the case
N = 2, where the scalar noises η1, η2 are replaced by vec-
tor noises. This problem was solved explicitly in [6], and
the optimal controller was found to have a state dimen-
sion that depends on the noise covariance W . We will
now show that under an appropriate change of coordi-
nates, this vector-noise problem can be reduced to de-
coupled instances of the scalar noise problem described
by (3)–(6). The vector-noise problem for N = 2 is de-
scribed by the following equations.[
ẋ1
ẋ2

]
=

[
A1 0
0 A2

][
x1
x2

]
+

[
B1 0
0 B2

][
u1
u2

]
+

[
w1

w2

]
(9)

with a cost function of the form (6). We assume each
state equation has been scaled such that

W := cov

[
w1

w2

]
=

[
I X
XT I

]
(10)

We further assume that each input has been shifted using
ui = ũi + Kixi where Ki = LQR(Ai, Bi, Qii, Rii, Sii).

This ensures that the Ai in (9) are stable. Note that in
these new coordinates, LQR(Ai, Bi, Qii, Rii, Sii) = 0.

The vector noise w may be decomposed into a sum
involving scalar noise terms. To see why, taking the full
singular value decomposition (SVD) of X. Namely, write

X =
[
U1 Ū1

] [Σ̂ 0
0 0

] [
U2 Ū2

]T
(11)

where Σ̂ = diag(σ1, . . . , σr), and σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σr > 0 are
the singular values of X, and r := rankX. Note that the
various matrices have sizes Ui ∈ Rni×r, Ūi ∈ Rni×(ni−r).
The following lemma gives the required decomposition.

Lemma 2. Suppose that (w1, w2) are jointly Gaussian
random vectors with a covariance matrix given by (10),
and the SVD of X is given by (11). Define the scalar
noises η1i , . . . , η

r
i , vi for i = 1, 2 using the formulas

ηki := eTkU
T
i wi for k = 1, . . . , r

vi := ŪT
i wi

for i = 1, 2

Then we have the properties

1)

{[
η11
η12

]
, . . . ,

[
ηr1
ηr2

]
, v1, v2

}
are independent

2) cov

[
ηk1
ηk2

]
=

[
1 σk
σk 1

]
for k = 1, . . . , r

3) cov v1 = I and cov v2 = I.

Furthermore, (w1, w2) may be decomposed as follows.[
w1

w2

]
=

r∑
k=1

[
U1ek 0

0 U2ek

] [
ηk1
ηk2

]
+

[
Ū1 0
0 Ū2

] [
v1
v2

]

Proof. Expand (w1, w2) using (10)–(11) and the ortho-
gonality of the

[
Ui Ūi

]
matrices to obtain

wi =

r∑
k=1

Uiek(eTkU
T
i wi) + Ūi(Ū

T
i wi)

which is precisely the desired decomposition. The three
properties follow from direct evaluation of the appropri-
ate covariances.

We now apply Lemma 2 to separate the state equa-
tions (9) into independent parts. Since (x1, u1) is a linear
function of w1, we can consider the components that de-
pend on each of the terms in the decomposition. Namely,
we can write[

x
u

]
=

[
ζ1

ϕ1

]
+ · · ·+

[
ζr

ϕr

]
+

[
ζ̄
ϕ̄

]
where (ζk, ϕk) is a linear function of (ηk1 , η

k
2 ), and (ζ̄, ϕ̄)

is a linear function of (v1, v2). Furthermore, the terms in
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the above decomposition are independent. We therefore
have the dynamics

ζ̇k = Aζk +Bϕk +

[
U1ek 0

0 U2ek

][
ηk1
ηk2

]
for k = 1, . . . , r

˙̄ζ = Aζ̄ +Bϕ̄+

[
Ū1 0
0 Ū2

][
v1
v2

]
Each such equation is a decentralized LQR problem of the
type described in (3)–(6). The cost functions decouple as
well, so we may apply Theorem 1 for each of the r + 1
equations above. Thus, the optimal controller for the
N = 2 case with vector noise can be written as the linear
combination

ui =

r∑
k=1

Kσk
i (x̂k)i

where each Kσk
i is generated by the corresponding σk ac-

cording to the definition in the statement of Theorem 1.
There is no term corresponding to the ζ̄i component of
the decomposition because the associated gain would be
LQR(Ai, Bi, Qii, Rii, Sii), which is zero due to the nor-
malization discussed in the beginning of this section.

Recall that (x̂k)i is the estimate of ζk given ζki , where
both noise inputs are set to ηki . As discussed in Sec-
tion 4, this estimate is an exact inference. Furthermore,
measuring ζki is equivalent to measuring ηki , which is in
turn equivalent to measuring wi, and therefore xi. Thus,
(x̂k)i = E(ξk | Xi), where

ẋi = Aixi +Biui + wi

ξ̇k = Aξk +BKσkξk +

[
U1ek
U2ek

]
ηki

Applying the decentralized estimation result of Section 3
to evaluate each of the expectations, we obtain

q̇k = (A+BKσk)qk − LkiBiui + (ALki − LkiAi)xi
for k = 1, . . . , r

ui =

r∑
k=1

Kσk
i (qk + Lki xi)

where Lki :=
[
UT
1 UT

2

]T
eke

T
kU

T
i . This is precisely the

result derived in [6]. In general, each state qk has di-
mension n1 + n2, so the overall state dimension of the
controller Ki : xi → ui is r(n1 + n2).

Therefore, the case N = 2 with vector noise is nothing
more than r separate instances of the case N = 2 with
scalar noise, and each such instance satisfies the sepa-
ration principle of Theorem 1. As discussed in [6], the
vector noise problem can be formulated in such a way
that it has a unique solution, and it can be shown that
the optimal controller with state dimension r(n1 +n2) is
generically minimal. That is, there is a choice of problem
parameters such that the optimal controller has a min-
imal realization with this state dimension. This means
that the interpretation of the states in terms of separate
filters is necessary; one may need each of these r esti-
mates to accurately represent the optimal controller.

The case of N subsystems. The case N ≥ 3 with
vector noises is substantially more complicated than the
case N = 2 described above. The reason is that the de-
composition of Lemma 2 does not hold for more than two
subsystems. For example, if N = 3, the noise covariance
has the general form

W = cov

w1

w2

w3

 =

 I X12 X13

XT
12 I X23

XT
13 XT

23 I


If the Xij happen to be diagonal, then the problem splits
into separate instances of the N = 3 scalar-noise case.
However, the technique used in Lemma 2 can only diago-
nalize one of the Xij matrices at a time, so a new type of
decomposition will be required to address the caseN ≥ 3.

6 Proof of Theorem 1

We prove the result by first explicitly constructing a
state-space realization of the optimal controller using an
approach similar to the one used in [6], and then showing
that the solution satisfies the required separation struc-
ture. We begin by converting the problem (3)–(6) into
model-matching form. Define F and G as

F =

[
A H

C 0

]
and G =

[
A B

C D

]
(12)

where C and D are defined such that[
C D

]T [
C D

]
=

[
Q S
ST R

]
(13)

Now consider the following decentralized model-matching
problem with one-sided dynamics.

min

∥∥∥∥∥∥FΣ1/2 + G

Q1 0
. . .

0 QN

HΣ1/2

∥∥∥∥∥∥
H2

s.t. Q1, . . . ,QN ∈ RH2

(14)

We then have the following result.

Lemma 3. Suppose a solution to (14) is given by

Qi =

[
Âi B̂i

Ĉi 0

]
for i = 1, . . . , N (15)

A solution to the decentralized LQR problem described
by (3)–(6) is given by ui = Kixi for i = 1, . . . , N , where

Ki =

[
Âi − B̂iBiĈi (Âi − B̂iBiĈi)B̂i − B̂iAi

Ĉi ĈiB̂i

]
(16)

Proof. The LQR problem described by (3)–(6) is
quadratically invariant [11], and the associated plant is
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stable. Therefore, the set of stabilizing controllers is pa-
rameterized by K = Q̄(I + (sI − A)−1BQ̄)−1, where
Q̄ ∈ RH∞ and Q̄ is block-diagonal [17]. The closed-
loop map e → z where e is IID Gaussian with identity
covariance and z = Cx+Du is the cost functional is

FΣ1/2 + GK(I − (sI −A)−1BK)−1(sI −A)−1HΣ1/2

= FΣ1/2 + GQ̄(sI −A)−1HΣ1/2

Let Q := Q̄(sI − A)−1. Whenever Q̄ ∈ RH∞, we have
Q ∈ RH2. Similarly, if

Q =

[
Ā B̄

C̄ 0

]
∈ RH2 then

Q̄ =

[
Ā ĀB̄ − B̄A
C̄ C̄B̄

]
∈ RH∞

Furthermore, Q is block-diagonal if and only if Q̄ is block-
diagonal. Therefore, the set of closed-loop maps may be
equivalently parameterized by FΣ1/2 +GQHΣ1/2, where
Q ∈ RH2 and is block-diagonal. Inverting the maps
Q → Q̄ → K yields the desired result.

We will therefore concentrate our efforts on solving the
decentralized model-matching problem (14). Viewed as
an optimization problem in the Hilbert space H2, the
optimality condition for (14) is given by [9]

G∼FΣHT + G∼GQHΣHT ∈

H⊥2 L2
. . .

L2 H⊥2


Where Q := diag(Q1, . . . ,QN ). Extract the N block-
diagonal entries, and let Ei be the (n1 + · · · + nN ) × ni
matrix such that I =

[
E1 . . . EN

]
. Similarly, let ei

be the N ×n matrix such that I =
[
e1 . . . eN

]
. Using

the fact that H is block-diagonal, we obtain

ET
i G∼FΣei + ET

i G∼GQHΣei ∈ H⊥2

Expanding, and making use of the definition (7)

ET
i G∼FΣei + ET

i G∼G

 Q1h1σ1i...
QNhNσNi

 ∈ H⊥2
Commuting the scalars σji,

ET
i G∼FΣei + ET

i G∼G

σ1iI . . .
σNiI

 Q1h1...
QNhN

 ∈ H⊥2
Where the identity matrices are sized according to the
corresponding Qi blocks. Stacking these equations for
i = 1, . . . , N , we obtain

(
(G∼F) ◦ Σ

)
1 +

(
(G∼G) ◦ Σ

) Q1h1...
QNhN

 ∈ H⊥2 (17)

where ◦ is the blockwise Hadamard product defined in
the theorem statement, 1 is the vector of all-ones, and we
made use of the fact that Σ = ΣT. This is a centralized
LQR problem in model-matching form! It remains to find
a joint realization for the blocks. Specifically, we would
like to find some F̄ and Ḡ such that

Ḡ∼
[
F̄ Ḡ

]
=
[(

(G∼F) ◦ Σ
)
1 (G∼G) ◦ Σ

]
(18)

This will ensure that (17) is the optimality condition for
the LQR problem determined by F̄ and Ḡ. Substituting
the definitions (12)–(13), we obtain

G∼F =

 −AT Q 0
0 A H

−BT ST 0

 and

G∼G =

 −AT Q S
0 A B

−BT ST R


Making use of the fact that A, B, and H are block-
diagonal, we find after some algebra that

(G∼F) ◦ Σ =

 −AT Q ◦ Σ 0
0 A H

−BT ST ◦ Σ 0

 and

(G∼G) ◦ Σ =

 −AT Q ◦ Σ S ◦ Σ
0 A B

−BT ST ◦ Σ R


Now, define C̄ and D̄ such that[

C̄ D̄
]T [

C̄ D̄
]

=

[
Q ◦ Σ S ◦ Σ
ST ◦ Σ R ◦ Σ

]
(19)

This new cost matrix satisfies the required definiteness
constraints, see for example [13]. It is straightforward to
check that

F̄ =

[
A h

C̄ 0

]
and Ḡ =

[
A B

C̄ D̄

]
satisfy (18), where h := H1 is the vector obtained by
stacking h1, . . . , hN . The solution to this centralized
model-matching problem is therefore Q1h1

...
QNhN

 =

[
A+BKσ h

Kσ 0

]
(20)

with Kσ defined in the theorem statement. Extracting
the ith block-row, one possible solution is given by

Qi =

[
A+BKσ hh†i
ET
i K

σ 0

]

Where h†i = (hTi hi)
−1hTi . Note that this solution is not

unique, and there are many possible choices of Qi that
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satisfy (20). Now apply Lemma 3 to obtain a realization
for Ki. The state-space equations are

q̇i = (A+BKσ − hh†iBiE
T
i K

σ)qi

+
(
(A+BKσ − hh†iBiE

T
i K

σ)hh†i − hh
†
iAi
)
xi

ui = ET
i K

σqi + ET
i K

σhh†ixi

Define L := hh†i and ξi := qi + Lxi. The equations then
simplify to

q̇i = Aqi + (AL− LAi)xi +BKσξi − LBiui
ξi = qi + Lxi

ui = ET
i K

σξi

Upon comparing these equations with the decentralized
estimation result from Section 3, we conclude that ξi =
E(zi, | Xi), where zi satisfies

żi = Azi +Bui + vi

ui = Kσzi
(21)

and vi has noise statistics that satisfy

LE(hiη
2
i h

T
i ) = E(viηih

T
i )

Substituting the definition L := hh†i and using the fact
that E(η2i ) = 1, we deduce that vi = hηi. Conse-
quently, (21) becomes (8), as required. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.

7 Summary

In this paper, we showed that the N -subsystem fully
decentralized LQR problem with coupled cost and cor-
related scalar noise satisfies a new separation principle
reminiscent of the classical separation principle for LQG
control. We also showed that the N = 2 case with corre-
lated vector noise solved in [6] can be reduced to separate
instances of the scalar-noise case.

The estimation and separation structure of the general
N -subsystem case with correlated vector noise remains
an open problem, as our decomposition approach used
for N = 2 does not appear to generalize to N ≥ 3.
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